Visa Campaign
Solutions
A comprehensive, future-ready campaign
management tool that helps you
communicate with cardholders, build
engagement and reduce operating expenses.

Grow a stronger portfolio with relevant, automated
cardholder communications
Card usage and cardholder retention are the foundation
of a healthy portfolio. Improve your cardholder
portfolio performance through personalized, targeted
communications from Visa Campaign Solutions. Automated,
rules-based messaging makes it easy for you to reach the
right cardholders at the right time, at every step of the
cardholder life cycle.

“

...Managing campaigns is easy,
we simply let VCS do all of the
heavy lifting and then review our
campaign performance through
VDM reports...
DIANE KOTOUCH

”

Arizona Federal Credit Union

What can Visa Campaign Solutions help you do?

Reduce
operation expenses

Proactively
communicate

Build engagement

Automation of account messaging
allows your resources to focus on
other tasks.

Always-on, trigger or rule-based
messaging makes relevant
communications simple.

Drive acquisition, penetration,
activation and usage with full
life-cycle marketing.

Learn more about
Visa Campaign Solutions

Contact your Visa account executive to find out what Visa Campaign
Solutions can offer your business.

Easily manage communications throughout the entire cardholder life cycle

Automated
cardholder
segmentation and
targeting eliminates
manual pulling of data
and prevents duplicate
communications from
being sent to your
cardholders

Development of
offers and creative
marketing collateral
lets you use turnkey
or custom marketing
creative, including
financial incentive
offers or informational
communications

Multichannel
delivery to
cardholders with
single-event or
always-on, rulesbased messaging
with no manual
intervention for most
campaign types

Automated
qualification and
fulfillment with
immediate Original
Credit Transactions
or in batches with
Traditional Loyalty
Credit Transactions—
without manual steps

Reporting and
analysis
of campaign
performance,
including detailed
and summary
campaign reporting
and long-term
sustainability analysis

Implementation
1. Develop a marketing strategy and
select a campaign package or
always-on campaigns.

4. Upload email addresses, marketing
permissions, and optional additional
transaction and cardholder data.

2. Develop custom collateral supporting
your campaigns or select from the Visa
Campaign Solutions collateral library.

5. Develop campaign rules and run test
segmentations, working with your Visa
representative.

3. Provide custom branding assets.

6. Approve campaigns, execute and
establish recurring schedules.

Visa Data Manager and Visa Campaign Solutions: Better together
Get actionable insights, then build fully featured campaigns around them—automatically. That’s the
power of Visa Data Manager and Visa Campaign Solutions. See for yourself how these two
Visa products work together to take your portfolio management to the next level.

Ready to get started?
Contact your Visa account executive to schedule a demonstration of Visa Campaign Solutions.

